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Skyhawk Aluminum
PSR4638 - Silver

$59.00
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Short Description
Aluminum Cases have become one of the most popular types of computer cases in the last year or so.
Skyhawk has been leading the way. This one is one of their more practical designs. Without all of the Bells
and Whistles of some of the more fancy aluminum cases you will still be suprised at how well built these are
and how much cooler your system will run. Because of the Aluminum Construction your system will
dissappate heat quicker, and this will aid in the performance of your system.
Features:
1. Lower the System Internal Temperature: The Aluminum Alloy, which acts as a big heat sink, can conduct heat
much faster than steel. It keeps the system internal temperature 15-30 ºF lower than the traditional steel
chassis.
2. Corrosion & Oxidation Resistance: Anodizing forms a tough coating on the chassis & resists corrosion.
3. Thumbscrews for Covers: It is screwdriver free to open the top and side covers of the system for basic
maintenance. The only tool you need is your finger.
Specifications:
4.
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Color: Silver Case w/ transparent acrylic front panel
Material: Thick 1.0mm Aluminum Alloy with Anodic treatment anti-dust & fingerprint
Surface Finished - Clear shining coating scrapes damage protecting.
Type: Aluminum Frame w/ Plastic Front Panel
Folded Edge - for safety installation. No sharp edges, debris.
Side Panel Covers - easy access for installation, upgrade and services.
Expansion Slots x7 with Roll-let screws easy to turn off no screwdriver needed.
Configured 10 drive bays - 5.25"x 4 (open), 3.5" x 2 (open), 3.5 x 4 (hidden) drive bays for expandability of
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future upgrade.
(Fan 1) One 8x8 cm intake fan can be mounted on the back of faceplate to increase inflow of outside cold air.
(Fan 2) One 6x6 cm intake fan can be mounted on the back of the case.
Special Side "Q" Window w/ Transparent Blue 8x8 cm DC Fan (Fan 3)
Motherboard: ATX, Micro ATX, P3, P4
2 USB, Audio and Microphone jack
Dimension: 7.9"(W)x16.2"(H)x19.3"(D)
A power supply is not included. To purchase a power supply please select from the list below. You can also
make this case uniquely yours by using our custom case modification services. Just scroll to the bottom and
choose from a variety of options.

Description
Aluminum Cases have become one of the most popular types of computer cases in the last year or so.
Skyhawk has been leading the way. This one is one of their more practical designs. Without all of the Bells
and Whistles of some of the more fancy aluminum cases you will still be suprised at how well built these are
and how much cooler your system will run. Because of the Aluminum Construction your system will
dissappate heat quicker, and this will aid in the performance of your system.
Features:
18. Lower the System Internal Temperature: The Aluminum Alloy, which acts as a big heat sink, can conduct heat
much faster than steel. It keeps the system internal temperature 15-30 ºF lower than the traditional steel
chassis.
19. Corrosion & Oxidation Resistance: Anodizing forms a tough coating on the chassis & resists corrosion.
20. Thumbscrews for Covers: It is screwdriver free to open the top and side covers of the system for basic
maintenance. The only tool you need is your finger.
Specifications:
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Color: Silver Case w/ transparent acrylic front panel
Material: Thick 1.0mm Aluminum Alloy with Anodic treatment anti-dust & fingerprint
Surface Finished - Clear shining coating scrapes damage protecting.
Type: Aluminum Frame w/ Plastic Front Panel
Folded Edge - for safety installation. No sharp edges, debris.
Side Panel Covers - easy access for installation, upgrade and services.
Expansion Slots x7 with Roll-let screws easy to turn off no screwdriver needed.
Configured 10 drive bays - 5.25"x 4 (open), 3.5" x 2 (open), 3.5 x 4 (hidden) drive bays for expandability of
future upgrade.
(Fan 1) One 8x8 cm intake fan can be mounted on the back of faceplate to increase inflow of outside cold air.
(Fan 2) One 6x6 cm intake fan can be mounted on the back of the case.
Special Side "Q" Window w/ Transparent Blue 8x8 cm DC Fan (Fan 3)
Motherboard: ATX, Micro ATX, P3, P4
2 USB, Audio and Microphone jack
Dimension: 7.9"(W)x16.2"(H)x19.3"(D)
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A power supply is not included. To purchase a power supply please select from the list below. You can also
make this case uniquely yours by using our custom case modification services. Just scroll to the bottom and
choose from a variety of options.

Additional Information
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SKU

PSR4638

Weight

28.0000

Color

Silver
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